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Abstract 
In this paper, we test the Rodrik et al (2004) framework to explain differences in development 
levels across countries by using a broader set of definitions for institutions, geography and 
economic variables. We use a multi-faceted database to measure institutions in an attempt to go 
beyond the single-dimension measures that are often employed. We find that institutions trump 
other factors (geography and trade) when we use GDP per capita as an independent variable. 
When we expand the dependent variable to include other aspects of development, such as growth 
and investment, we find that institutions, growth and geography are all important variables. In 
this case, institutions no longer trump the other factors. In this case, we also find that the same 
institutions variable that was positively associated to GDP per capita is now negatively 
correlated with the more dynamic development variable. 
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1. Introduction 
Much of the empirical growth literature has focused on examining the causes of differences in 
growth across countries. Many theories have been put forth in this regard and in the recent 
decades interest in explaining and testing these differences has surged. One answer that has 
(re)gained popularity is that the “institutional setting for technological change”1 determines 
growth in a country. In this context, the “institutional setting” (or, institutions) refers to formal 
rules (constitutions, laws and regulations, political systems, etc.) and informal rules (value 
systems, beliefs, social norms, etc.) that humans use when interacting within a wide variety of 
repetitive and structured situations at multiple levels of analysis (e.g., North, 2005; Ostrom, 
2005). Differences in the types and quality of institutions ultimately result in different growth 
patterns (Acemoglu et al, 2001, 2002, 2004; Keefer and Knack, 1997; Rodrik et al, 2004; Easterly 
and Levine, 2003; and Bardhan, 2005). 
A second influential and not so new theory, which draws on the works of Montesquieu and 
Weber2 among others, states that these differences are due to an exogenously given set of 
geographic factors which are conducive for growth. Thus factors such as soil quality, weather 
conditions, and natural resource availability affect productivity and attitudes directly (Diamond, 
1997; Gallup et al ,1998; Sachs, 2001; McArthur and Sachs, 2001; Masters and McMillan, 
2001). A third account sees differences in economic growth arising due to a country’s openness 
to trade, rather than as a result of its resource endowments or institutions. This stream of 
literature suggests that countries that follow open trade policies gain more in terms of growth 
performance (Frankel and Romer, 1999; Dollar and Kraay, 2001; Sachs and Warner, 1995). 
These three approaches have been identified in the literature as the “deep determinants” of 
growth, as opposed to more “proximate determinants” such as capital resource accumulation and 
technological change (Rodrik et al, 2004). For most part, these three strands of literature have 
evolved independent of each other. More recently, studies have attempted to determine which of 
these three factors are most important (or “primary”) in accounting for economic growth and its 
difference among countries (Rodrik et al, 2004; Basu, 2008; Easterly and Levine, 2003).  
In this paper, we attempt to re-examine the impact of institutions, trade and geography on 
economic growth and development using the Rodrik et al. (2004) framework. Our contribution is 
to use more comprehensive measures for economic growth, for institutions, and for geography, 
along with the more commonly used measure of trade openness. Economic growth (or 
development), institutions and geography are all multi-faceted phenomena, and to capture them 
in a single indicator, as is often done in the empirical literature that we referred to above, is 
problematic. For example, economic growth is often captured by the level of GDP per capita, 
rather than the growth rate of that variable, and other aspects of growth, such as investment or 
structural change, remain poorly represented. Institutions are often captured by a single indicator, 
                                                            
1 Darwin, J., (2008) “After Tamerlane”, Bloomsbury Press. Pg 190-191 
2 Montesquieu C de S, (1748), “The Spirit of the Laws”, Paris 
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such as a measure for “rule of law”. But we know that the institutional setting has many more 
dimensions, and works on the factors that cause economic growth in many different subtle ways. 
The same holds for geography. This is often captured by a single variable such as distance from 
the equator, but there are obviously many more and different aspects to geography. Our aim is to 
capture these multi-faceted phenomena in a more comprehensive way, and see whether in this 
way, we can confirm the causal links between them that have been found in the existing 
literature. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews related literature outlining 
the inter-relationship between institutions, trade and geography. Section 3 describes the 
econometric methodology and Section 4 describes the data used. Section 5 presents the results 
and Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
2. Related Literature 
2.1 “Institutions matter” 
The quality of institutions as a determinant of economic growth and development is not a new 
theory. The revival of interest in this area of research is often attributed to Douglass North, 
whose definition of “institutions” is often the benchmark for what constitutes them. 3 Building on 
the theoretical literature, there have been numerous empirical studies using institutions as an 
explanatory variable in the past two decades. Among the many reasons that have boosted interest 
in this area of research is the development of various econometric methods that have enabled us 
to deal with problems such as endogeneity, reverse causality etc., which are often encountered in 
economic research4, namely the 2SLS-IV methods and those that followed it. 
One such influential paper that highlights the importance of institutions in studying economic 
growth, while correcting for endogeneity problems, is Acemoglu et al (2001). They make a case 
for differences in economic institutions as the “fundamental cause of different patterns of 
economic growth”. They introduce ‘settler mortality’5 as an instrument variable to deal with the 
issue of endogeneity. Their results showed that institutions in fact had a large impact on 
economic growth, while geography did not matter (at least not in a direct way). An important 
critique of this paper is that the instrument they used is not universally applicable, because not all 
poor countries were colonized. 
Hall and Jones (1999) use the percentage of population speaking English (ENGFRAC), and 
percentage of population speaking a European language (EURFRAC) as instruments for 
                                                            
3 There have been many different propositions on measuring institutions. Among the more common ones include 
measures of corruption and democracy by various organizations. 
4 Vieira, F. V., and Damasceno, A. O. (2009). 
5 Settler mortality uses data of mortality rates of soldiers, sailors, priests/bishops (European-settlers) in their colonies 
per 1000 settlers. 
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institutions which are in turn measured by the ICRG survey indicators. They use distance from 
the equator to capture geographic characteristics. They conclude that differences in social 
infrastructure had a large impact on cross-country differences in income per capita. Other studies 
which use some measure of ‘Western European influence’ as an instrument for institutions 
include La Porta et al (1997, 1998, 1999) Mauro (1995). La Porta et al use legal origin as a proxy 
for institutions and find that common law countries perform best and civil law countries perform 
worst. Mauro uses ethno-linguistic divisions as a proxy for corruption and finds that corruption 
lowers investment and thereby growth in countries.  
Easterly and Levine (2003) estimate a 2SLS-IV model using settler mortality as an instrument 
for institutions and distance from the equator, other geographic dummy variables such as 
landlockedness, crops, minerals etc to capture geography. They find that geography has an 
indirect effect on income differences via institutions. In their words institutions “seem to be a 
sufficient statistic” to account for economic growth. They do not find any direct impact of trade 
openness either. 
Concluding, we can summarize that institutions are seen as an important determinant of 
economic growth, but also that they are themselves endogenous. Most of the instruments that 
have been proposed for institutions are somehow related to geography, which points to the fact 
that geography and institutions are themselves related. This means that one must indeed revert to 
econometric methods such as instrumental variables in order to separate the impact of these two 
long-run determinants of economic growth. 
2.2 “Geography and Economic development” 
The view that the geography of a country determines its economic prosperity dates back at least 
to Montesquieu.6 There are two key versions of this hypothesis. The first states that productivity 
of technologies of the temperate climate zones are higher compared to technologies of the 
tropics.7 The second view states that the disease environment is a burden to the country, and 
therefore is directly linked to the poverty that is prevailing in it. This view states that due to the 
highly disease prone climate in a country, productivity of workers in that economy will be low. 
For example, the occurrence of frost kills pests and other disease causing insects or bacteria. 
Many tropical countries do not have many days of frost in a year. Also, the temperatures soar 
high enough to not allow workers to work in agricultural fields in some seasons. All this affects 
growth in an economy. This outlook has become popular over the past decade and has been 
treated in empirical studies such as Sachs (2001) and Gallup and Sachs (2001).  
While this view seems more plausible than the previous one, the causality of poverty in the wake 
of the disease environment and economic development is not very clear. McArthur and Sachs 
                                                            
6 Montesquieu, C de S., “The Spirit of the Laws”. 
7 Myrdal, Gunnar (1968) Asian Drama – An Inquiry into the Poverty of Nations.  Vol.3 (Harmondsworth, Penguin). 
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(2001) conclude that institutions and geographically-related variables affect the GNP per capita 
of countries. However, if this were the main cause of growth or poverty in countries, then there 
would be no escape from being poor, and this contradicts the fact that some countries with “bad 
geography” have in fact developed to high income levels. Accepting that geography does have 
an impact through other endogenous factors could be more realistic. 
Like in the case of institutions, the empirical literature has examined the importance of 
geography as a determinant of growth. Some of the variables used to study this hypothesis 
include the latitude of the country (Sala-i-Martin, 1997a,b; Bloom and Sachs, 1998; Rodrik et al, 
2004), and this usually results in a positive and significant impact of the latitudinal position of a 
country on its growth levels. Using disease ecology as the independent variable measured by 
proportion of population at risk of malaria transmission, life expectancy at birth, and infant 
mortality rate, a negative and significant relationship between a geographically based health 
measure and GNP per capita is also found (Easterly and Levine, 2003; and Sachs, 2003). The 
number of frost days in a year, availability of arable land, the length of the coastline, rainfall, and 
temperature are other variables that have been used to study the effect of geography of the 
country on its growth rates (Bloom and Sachs, 2003; Masters and Sachs, 2001; and Bloom et al, 
2003). Here, a positive and significant effect of the first three variables on growth is found, while 
the last two variables are found to have a negative and significant effect. Landlocked economies 
have been found to have lower growth (Easterly and Levine, 2001; Sachs and Gallup, 1999). 
2.3 “Trade promotes growth” 
International trade openness has often been cited as increasing productivity, more so in less 
developed countries, allowing them to catch-up or converge towards the income level of richer 
nations. Policy recommendations usually involve adoption of more open or liberal trade policies 
in order to boost growth. However, like institutions, openness may be an endogenous variable, 
and hence a proper test for the impact of openness on growth must account for this.  
Frankel and Romer (1999) use a gravity model to propose a new instrument for overall trade 
share of countries as a function of geographical distance from its partners. They use this 
instrument in a 2SLS-IV estimation to test the relationship between trade and income level of a 
country. They find that overall trade of a country has a large and positive impact on income, but 
their result is “only moderately significant”. 
Sachs and Warner (1995) find that those countries that have robust trade policies converge, but 
add that this is not a sufficient condition for growth, as overall macroeconomic policies should 
accompany the trade policies. Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) find alternative evidence, however, 
claiming that there is no significant relationship between open trade policies and economic 
growth. They further question the methodology used in Sachs and Warner (1995) and Edwards 
(1998), among others claiming that the measure of openness used tends to give a biased positive 
and significant relationship, and furthermore is open to different interpretations.  
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Dollar and Kraay (2001) test and find “that trade has a strong positive effect on growth”. 
However, Easterly and Levine (2003) do not find any direct impact of trade on growth once they 
control for institutions.  Rodrik et al (2004) come to a similar conclusion regarding the impact of 
trade on growth.  
From the empirical evidence and counter-evidence provided, it is clear that we do not have a 
clear winner in the “primacy” contest. Institutions, geography and trade openness all have their 
own supporters as the primal factor causing growth. Most of the empirical studies however, use a 
uni-dimensional measure of GDP per capita or growth rates to test for the above mentioned 
relationships. In this paper we test the hypothesis using a different measure of growth to see if 
the significance of institutions, trade or geography still holds. 
 
3. Econometric Approach 
Rodrik, et al (2004) set out to estimate a regression model that encompasses all three “primal” 
factors behind economic growth, as we briefly surveyed them in the previous section. By 
including all three factors in one model, they aim to determine which of the three factors 
dominates over the other. Following their framework, we start with the following equation: 
log yi =α + β1 INSi + β2OPENCi+ β3GEOSOILi + εi    (1) 
where log yi is the log of GDP per capita (in the year 2009, in international dollars) of country i, 
and INSi, INTi and GEOSOILi are the measures of institutional quality, trade share and soil 
quality conditions of the country i, respectively, and εi  is the usual random error term. 
Our brief survey of the literature has already emphasized that institutions and trade openness are 
both likely to be endogenous variables, and hence we need to account for this in the estimations. 
Cross-section growth regressions have often used the two stage least squares, or instrumental 
variables (2SLS-IV) estimation technique to study differences in income across countries. This 
method is one way of dealing with endogeneity. Rodrik et al (2004) also use the 2SLS-IV 
approach with instrumental variables (IV) for institutions and trade. 
This approach amounts to first estimate the following regression equations:  
INSi = µ + β5SMi + β 6 FRi + β 7 GEOAREAi + β 8 GEOSOILi + εINSi    (2) 
OPENCi = γ + β 9SMi + β 10 FRi + β 11 GEOAREAi + β 12 GEOSOILi + εOPENCi    (3) 
where SMi is settler mortality and FRi  is the constructed Frankel Romer instrument for trade 
share below. GEOAREA is a geographical variable that is related to the physical characteristics 
of countries. This variable will be presented and discussed below. Equation (2) estimates the 
institutional quality variable as a function of settler mortality, as well as the specific geography 
variables in our equation (1), and the Frankel-Romer instrument for trade. Equation (2) does the 
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same for the trade openness. The predicted values from equations (2) and (3) can then be used 
instead of the INS and INT variables (respectively) in the estimation of equation (1).8  
As already briefly mentioned above, SM is available only for a limited group of countries (those 
that were colonized). Therefore, instead of using SM as an instrument, we also use two language 
variables, ENGFRAC (fraction of population speaking English) and EURFRAC (fraction of 
population speaking other European languages). This yields the following two equations for the 
first stage estimations: 
INSi = µ + 4ENGFRACi + 5EURFRACi + 6 FRi + 7 GEOAREAi + 8 GEOSOILi + εINSi  (2a) 
OPENCi = γ + 9ENGFRACi + 10EURFRACi + 11 FRi + 12 GEOAREAi + 13 GEOSOILi + εOPENCi  (3a) 
In order to estimate equations (1) to (3), or (1) to (3a), we first have to construct the FR 
instrument of trade openness as a share of GDP for the year 2006, as the data used for Frankel & 
Romer (1999) use data for the year 1985. We start by estimating the Frankel and Romer (1999) 
gravity equation where bilateral trade between countries i and j is determined by the 
geographical distance between the two countries, their respective areas and populations, pair 
wise country landlockedness, a dummy variable for whether a common border between the 
countries exists, as well as some interaction terms with the common border dummy. The FR 
instrument thus tries to obtain a measure of the “geographic component of countries’ trade”. The 
equation estimated is as follows:  
Log(τij/GDPi) = a0 +a1ln Dij + a2 ln Ni + a3 ln Ai +a4 ln Nj + a5 ln Aj + a6 ln (Li+Lj) + a7 ln Bij + a8 
Bijln Dij+ a9 Bijln Ni+ a10 Bijln Ai+ a11 Bijln Nj+ a12 Bijln Aj+ a13 Bij(Li+Lj)+ eij.    (4) 
Where τij is the bilateral trade between countries i and j (measured as exports plus imports), 
GDPi is the nominal GDP of the country, Dij is the bilateral distance between the country pairs i 
and j, A is the area of the country, N is the population of the country, L is the dummy for 
landlockedness of the country, Bij is the dummy for a common border between countries i and j, 
and eij is the random error term. 
 
4. Data 
4.1. Construction of the variables 
The International Country Risk Guide (ICRG), Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), and the 
World Bank’s World Governance Indicators (WGI) are a few among the many different 
indicators available that measure institutional quality. The WGI have the advantage that they 
                                                            
8 We also experimented with GEOAREA as an additional exogenous variable in equation (1), i.e., not as an 
instrument. This yields broadly the same results as we report below, although the instruments are somewhat weaker 
in this case. 
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cover a wide range of institutional factors. They consist of six aggregated indicators, for six 
different aspects of governance and institutions. In this study we use the Institutional Profiles 
Database (IPD)9, which offers us 367 elementary variables which are then aggregated into three-
digit (133 variables) and two-digit (93 variables) levels. This database allows us to capture the 
multi-dimensionality of institutions, and does not require us to work with a fixed weighting 
scheme for the underlying indicators as in the WGI.10 Using this multi-dimensional approach is 
our key contribution. Rather than relying on a single measure of institutions (and growth, and 
geography), as Rodrik et al (2004) do, we will test the growth – institutions relationship taking a 
broader perspective than just one aspect of institutions. 
We start from the 2-digit level IPD data11, but since we have 118 observations (countries) and 93 
variables, this would leave us very few degrees of freedom. We thus further aggregate these 93 
variables, first to 12 new variables, and then we aggregate these 12 variables to 2 variables that 
are, each, ultimately used in the regressions as the INS variable from equation (1). This 2-stage 
aggregation of the IPD variables relies on (a spatial variant of) principal components analysis. In 
the first stage of this procedure, we start from the four “sectors” that the IPD database covers: (i) 
public institutions and civil society, (ii) goods and services markets, (iii) capital markets, and (iv) 
labour markets and labour relations. Each of the 93 aggregated variables falls into one of these 
sectors. For each of the sectors, we apply our spatial principal components analysis (SPCA), and 
produce a number of summary measures for each sector. This yields 12 new indicators. In the 
second stage, these 12 indicators are again summarized by SPCA, or by (regular) PCA. In the 
second stage, we maintain two components each for the PCA and the SPCA version, which gives 
us four summary variables for the institutions variable in total. 
The reason why we use this 2-stage procedure is that the sectors have an unequal number of 
variables in them, and without the two stages, the (S)PCA results would be influenced stronger 
by the sectors with more variables. The 2 stage procedure has already been applied to IPD by 
Verspagen (2012), but only for regular PCA (not SPCA). The methodology of the spatial version 
of PCA is described in Bhupatiraju et al (2013). It differs from regular PCA in terms of the 
objective that it sets when producing the summary variables (components). In regular PCA, the 
objective is to maintain a maximum fit between the summary component and the original 
variables. Mathematically, this is achieved by looking at the correlation matrix of the original 
variables. The eigenvector that is associated with the largest eigenvalue of this matrix can be 
used as weights to construct the “best” summary measure (component). 
In the spatial version of PCA (SPCA, Bhupatiraju et al, 2012), the objective is to produce a 
summary measure that produces maximum spatial correlation with itself. Spatial correlation is 
                                                            
9 Freely available at  http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/institutions.htm 
10 Verspagen (2012) discusses the correlations between the WGI and IPD databases. 
11 For a detailed explanation of the database for 2009 see: Crombrugghe, D de., Farla, K., Meisel, N., Neubourg, C 
de., Ould Aoudia, J., Szirmai, A., (2009),  “Institutional Profiles Database III: Presentation of the Institutional 
Profiles Database 2009 (IPD 2009)” Les Cahiers de la DGTPE – n° 2009-14. 
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measured by the Moran coefficient, and is essentially a measure of how spatially concentrated 
the underlying phenomenon is. High spatial correlation means that high values of a variable in 
one country tend to be surrounded by other countries with high values of the variable. SPCA also 
works by taking eigenvalues and eigenvectors, but in this case the matrix on which this is 
performed is not a simple correlation matrix, but instead some more complicated matrix product 
involving, among other things, the matrix of Moran coefficients between the original variables. 
We will discuss the differences between regular PCA and SPCA in more detail when we look at 
maps displaying the institutions variables below. In order to save space, we will not document 
the details (such as eigenvalues and eigenvectors) of the procedure, but these are available on 
request. 
Rodrik et al (2004) use distance from the equator as their preferred measure of geography. Like 
in the case of institutions, this is a very partial indicator. The archipelago of Indonesia embraces 
the equator, and in that sense it is similar to a country like Congo, but obviously the two 
countries are a world of difference when it comes to geography and climatic characteristics. 
Therefore, we use a much wider range of variables that describe the physical geographic 
characteristics and the soil related characteristics of the economy.  
The raw data for the geography variables are taken from Gallup et al. (1998). Their dataset 
contains many variables, related to physical characteristics such as access to waterways, soil 
quality, climate zone, etc. We use SPCA to summarize these data into two summary variables: 
one for the physical characteristics of a country (based on 15 underlying variables), and one for 
the soil quality (based on 16 variables). In the regressions, both variables are included, and 
denoted as GEOAREA and GEOSOIL, respectively. 
It is not only on the institutions or geography side that we would like to extend the measurement 
horizon. Rodrik et al (2004), as many others in the literature, proxy “growth” by the level of 
GDP per capita. This is justified by the long-run nature of the analysis. If growth rates are 
different between countries for a long enough period, the countries with high growth rates will 
also be(come) the ones with higher levels of income per capita. In practice, however, growth 
rates are variable over time, and there is no strong correlation at all between growth and the level 
of income. Therefore, in a strict sense, the regressions of Rodrik et al (2004) have very little to 
say about growth, but instead tell us something about the correlation between income levels on 
the one hand and institutions, trade and geography on the other hand.   
Therefore, we will extend our horizon with regard to the dependent variable in the regressions 
(equation 1) to include also a number of other variables related to economic growth and 
development. We include annual growth rates of GPD per capita, average of consumption, 
investment and government expenditure as a percentage of GDP, an indicator of openness 
measured as exports plus imports as a percentage of GDP and population growth rates. All these 
variables are taken over the period of 2000-2009. Like before, we will use SPCA to summarize 
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these data into two summary variables, and both of these will be used as dependent variable in 
the estimation of equation (1). 
Since we use cross-section data for the year 2009, we have to construct the Frankel Romer 
instrument (FR) for 2006. In order to construct this we use the “square” gravity data set from 
Head et al (2008).12 This data set contains bilateral trade flows obtained from the International 
Monetary Fund’s Direction of Trade Statistics (DoTS), as well as distance and size data. 
Bilateral distance between countries is measured using the great circle formula, between the 
biggest cities of the two countries. The data on area (measured in square kilometers), population, 
and dummies for landlockedness as well as common borders are also taken from the CEPII 
gravity data set compiled by Head et al (2006).  
The other instrument that we use is settler mortality (SM), as first used by Acemoglu et al 
(2001), from which we also obtain these data. Using the above mentioned data we perform the 
2SLS-IV regressions, the results of which are presented below. In order to include non- 
colonized countries in the analysis, we also use the Hall and Jones (1999) suggested ENGFRAC 
(fraction of population speaking English) and EURFRAC (fraction of population speaking other 
European languages) variables as a substitute instrument for MS. 
 
4.2. Mapping the data 
The summary variables for institutions, geography (both independent variables) and economic 
development (dependent variable) bring out the salient differences between countries in the 
underlying datasets that have many more variables. The SPCA procedure that we use to 
construct these summary variables is designed to interpret differences and similarities between 
countries in these underlying variables in a spatial (geographical) way. We opted for the SPCA 
(instead of the regular PCA) method because geography seems to play a large role in institutions. 
In the standard literature (summarized in Section 2 above), this is reflected in the fact that the 
instruments that are used for institutions almost always have a geographical nature. Settler 
mortality (one of the most used instruments) is very specific to particular environments, and 
depends on climate, diseases, etc. Language (another popular instrument) also has a clear 
geographical nature. Rather than just depending on the instruments to bring out the geographical 
correlation of institutions, we bring in geography in the construction of the variables, by means 
of the SPCA procedure. 
As we do not have the space to document details of the SPCA analysis that underlies almost all 
of the variables in our analysis, and we do want to give the reader an impression of how this 
method affects the variables in the analysis, we provide maps that illustrate the patterns for the 
main variables in the analysis. We start, in Map 1a and 1b, with the institutions variable.  
                                                            
12 Freely available at http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/gravity.htm. 
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These maps clearly bring out the spatial concentration of institutions. The first component is a 
clearly a measure of “Western” institutions, where we use “Western” for describing Europe and 
its offshoots (North America, Australia and New Zealand). All these areas are darkly colored 
(high values), with the exception of the USA, which scores somewhat lower. This first 
component broadly measures the institutional side that Verspagen (2012) has dubbed as the first 
stylized fact of the institutions – development relation, i.e., that developed nations tend to have 
the type of institutions that are highly valued in the “Western World”, such as democracy, civil 
rights, transparent justice systems and free markets. From our SPCA exercise, it appears that 
these kinds of institutions are strongly spatially concentrated at a global scale. 
 
Map 1a. Institutions from the IPD database, 2009, first component 
 
Map 1b. Institutions from the IPD database, 2009, second component 
 
In Map 1b, we display the second component for institutions. This is again clearly spatially 
concentrated, but now the spatial pattern points to high values in the Eastern hemisphere, as well 
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as in some parts of Europe. Broadly speaking, the kind of institutional features that are stressed 
in this second component are those that are associated to a stronger role of the government in 
social and economic life. Africa is an interesting area for this indicator, as it shows a broad East-
West division in itself (similar to the global pattern). Summarizing, the two maps (indicators), 
give us two rather distinct views on institutions at a global level, and it will be interesting to see 
how these are correlated to growth in the estimation of equation (1).  
 
Map 2a. Physical geographical characteristics, first component 
 
Map 2b. Physical geographical characteristics, second component 
 
Map 2a displays the first component for the physical characteristics dataset (GEOAREA). Here, 
the high values are concentrated on the northern hemisphere, which is due to the fact that latitude 
has a high weight in the fact. On the Northern hemisphere, Europe scores particularly high, and 
this is mainly due to the relatively high weight of access to waterways and the small size of a 
country. 
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In Map 2b, the soil characteristics summary variable is displayed. This is the other geography 
related variable (GEOSOIL) that we include in the regressions as an independent variable. This 
variable is clearly also related to latitude, but less so than the GEOAREA variable. However, 
latitude does not enter in this component, and the impression that latitude affects this component 
actually stems from the influence of climate. The climate zones that are weighted strongly 
negative are savannah climates, dry climates, humid subtropical climates, and Mediterranean 
climates. 
 
 
Map 3a. Economic development, first component 
 
Map 3b. Economic development, second component 
 
Finally, Maps 3a and 3b show the results of the SPCA procedure on the economic development 
variables. With the first factor here, in Map 3a, we capture the general development level. This 
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variable is mostly influenced by the initial level of GDP per capita (in 2000), but also by the 
share of consumption in GDP and, negatively, by population growth. All of these phenomena 
(low population growth, high income and high consumption) are characteristics of developed 
countries. Therefore, this component captures the economic side of the stylized fact that was 
already referred to above, i.e., that developed countries tend to have developed institutions.  
Finally, Map 3b shows the second factor from the economic development dataset. This captures 
economic growth in a much more direct way, but in combination with some of the other 
indicators. We see high values in Asia, South-Eastern Europe and Central/Southern Africa. What 
characterizes these areas, is a relatively low initial (2000) GDP per capita level, combined with a 
relatively high growth rate, high openness to trade, a high investment rate and low population 
growth. Clearly, the indicator captures an overall growth or development strategy, rather than 
just the growth rate of GDP per capita. 
 
5. Empirical Results  
A. Construction of the Frankel and Romer instrument 
Following Helpman et al (2008),we estimate a tobit model to take into account the missing and 
zero trade observations among the countries, rather than dropping those observations which have 
either no trade or missing trade values as in Frankel and Romer (1999). The estimated tobit 
equation yields broadly the same results as the OLS estimates.  Table 1 shows the results of the 
estimated bilateral trade gravity coefficients. 
The results are slightly different from those of Frankel & Romer (1999), especially for those that 
involve the interaction terms. We find that distance has a large, negative and significant impact 
on bilateral trade as expected. Bilateral trade is strongly increasing in j’s population and 
decreasing in j’s area and i’s population, at a lower magnitude. Country i’s area is the only non-
significant variable among these. These results show that country i would trade more with 
countries that are closer to it, and those that have a large population but smaller areas.13 The 
results also show that if both country are landlocked, trade between them is strongly negatively 
affected and this is significant. Sharing a border has a large effect on trade; however this estimate 
is not significant. This is in agreement with what Frankel and Romer (1999) find. According to 
them a possible explanation for this insignificance is due to the fact that “only a small fraction of 
country pairs share a border”, and therefore are imprecisely estimated. The coefficients on Ai and 
Lij (-0.00741 and -0.681) change significantly when we account for a shared border between countries, 
i.e., the coefficients on the interaction terms BAi  and BLij are -0.320 and 0.690. These interaction terms 
are both highly significant, showing that geography determines trade partially. Other interaction terms 
                                                            
13 The results are interpreted as elasticities since they are log-transformed values. 
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however, are not significant. Out of the 12644 observations only one observation is left censored at -
10.67. 
  
 
Table 1: Bilateral Trade Equation (Tobit) 
 (1) (2) (3) 
VARIABLES logTij_GDPi logTij_GDPi sigma 
    
Dij -1.054*** -1.054***  
 (0.0251) (0.0250)  
Ni -0.0958*** -0.0959***  
 (0.0161) (0.0161)  
Ai -0.00741 -0.00736  
 (0.0146) (0.0146)  
Nj 0.803*** 0.803***  
 (0.0162) (0.0162)  
Aj -0.170*** -0.170***  
 (0.0144) (0.0144)  
Lij -0.681*** -0.681***  
 (0.0318) (0.0318)  
B 1.033 1.032  
 (1.182) (1.181)  
BDij 0.316 0.316  
 (0.215) (0.215)  
BNi 0.131 0.131  
 (0.108) (0.108)  
BAi -0.320*** -0.320***  
 (0.117) (0.117)  
BNj 0.0688 0.0687  
 (0.107) (0.107)  
BAj 0.0753 0.0754  
 (0.117) (0.117)  
BLij 0.690*** 0.689***  
 (0.165) (0.165)  
Constant 6.575*** 6.576*** 1.922*** 
 (0.286) (0.285) (0.0121) 
    
Observations 12,644 12,644 12,644 
R-squared 0.339   
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. The dependent 
variable is log (Tij/GDPi). Column (1) gives the results of the OLS estimation, while 
Columns (2) and (3) report the Tobit estimation. 
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Using these estimated results we obtain the fitted values of Tij ( ෠ܶ௜௝ሻ. We aggregate these values 
over j to get our instrument ෠ܶ௜. This is the “geographic component” of country i’s total trade. It 
should be noted here that correlation between the actual and the constructed trade share is 0.58 
after controlling for size, which is a rather moderate correlation. This could be due to the 
imputed values of the geographically constructed bilateral trade data for which values are either 
missing or zero.14 Since the imputation is based on the available geography data, Taiwan’s trade 
share is not estimated due to missing GDP values. 
 
B. Estimation of the RST model 
Along with the above constructed FR instrument ( ෠ܶ௜ሻ we also use the settler mortality instrument 
(SM), ENGFRAC and EURFRAC for the estimation of equation (1). As mentioned above, the 
IPD database has 118 countries which are used as the basis for the analysis. We perform the 
estimations on two sub-sets of these 118 countries. The smaller set has 52 countries for which 
the SM data is available, and the larger set has 104 countries for which ENGFRAC and 
EURFRAC data are available. We estimate and present the OLS as well as the 2SLS-IV 
estimations. 
Table 2 below shows the results of these estimations. Columns (1) and (2) give the results of the 
OLS estimation of Equation 1, using the two institutional components in separate equations. We 
find that GDP per capita is positively and significantly related to GEOSOIL, and to both 
institutions variables. Columns (3) to (6) show the results of the 2SLS-IV estimation, with settler 
mortality as an instrument in column (3) and fraction of English and European languages as 
instruments in columns (4) to (6). The regression with settler mortality as an instrument has less 
observations (due to missing data for countries that were not colonized), and generally show less 
significant results. In column (3) none of the variables is significant. The 2SLS-IV estimates in 
columns (4) to (6) always yield a significant impact of institutions. The first component for 
institutions has a positive and significant impact in GDP per capita, the second component is 
negative, but only significant if it is entered in an equation without the first institutions 
component. OPENC and GEOSOIL also enter significantly in some of the equations, but these 
effects are not robust across the equations. OPENC has a negative and significant sign in 
equation (4), which is against expectations.  
 
  
                                                            
14 Noguer and Siscart (2005). 
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Table 2. Regression results with GDP per capita (2009) as dependent variable, Institutions 
with SPCA 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
VARIABLES logy (OLS) logy (OLS) logy (IV-1) logy (IV-2) logy (IV-2) logy (IV-2)
       
GEOSOIL 6.402*** 10.44*** 33.14 -8.156 15.15*** -4.335 
 (1.976) (1.074) (24.78) (7.576) (1.826) (5.149) 
OPENC 0.00132 0.00211 -0.0284 -0.0306** 0.0168 -0.0159 
 (0.00253) (0.00239) (0.0411) (0.0131) (0.0132) (0.0124) 
INS1-SPCA 0.323***  -3.137 1.364***  1.222*** 
 (0.0977)  (2.869) (0.476)  (0.309) 
INS2-SPCA  0.167**   -0.508** -0.314 
  (0.0779)   (0.233) (0.209) 
Constant 8.865*** 8.798*** 9.452*** 11.51*** 7.547*** 10.27*** 
 (0.228) (0.225) (2.807) (1.080) (1.128) (1.056) 
       
Observations 118 118 52 104 104 104 
Underid. test  
(reject H0) 
  N Y Y N 
Weak instruments   Y Y Y Y 
Hansen J statistic 
(reject H0) 
  N N Y N 
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Columns labeled OLS are OLS regressions, 
columns labeled IV-1 use settler mortality as instruments, and columns labeled IV-2 use ENGFRAC and EURFRAC as 
instruments. The row “Underid. test (reject H0)” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk LM test, a N indicates that under-
identification is an issue. The row “Weak instruments” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F test, Y indicates that the 
instruments are weak. The row “Hansen J-statistic (reject H0)” reports results of the Hansen J test for over-identification. Y 
indicates that over-identification is an issue. 
 
We do not document any results for the first stage regressions (instrument equations) for any of 
the estimations in Table 2 or further tables. These first stage results are available on request. We 
did perform tests for under-identification, over-identification and for weak instruments. These 
results are reported at the bottom of the table. We used a 10% cut-off value for deciding on these 
tests. In these tests, we generally (also for the estimations below) find that the instruments are 
weak. This is a common problem with IV estimations, and was also reported as an issue in the 
original Rodrik et al. (2004) paper. Our tests do indicate that institutions and trade openness are 
endogenous variables, hence we cannot go on the OLS results alone. But finding strong enough 
instruments for these variables is a problem that the literature still needs to address.  
In terms of under- or over-identification, equation (4) in Table 2 performs best. It passes both 
tests (but the test for weak instruments), while equations (3) and (6) do not pass the under-
identification test, and equation (6) does not pass the over-identification test. Thus, equation (4) 
provides the best nmodel for the general development level in Table 2. 
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What does this table suggest in terms of the primacy of institutions in terms of explaining the 
level of GDP per capita? Certainly, the results in the table point to an important role of 
institutions in explaining the development level (GDP per capita). The two institutional variables 
are the only ones that are systematically significant in the 2SLS-IV regressions. The results for 
trade and geography are sometimes significant, which would point to an independent role of 
geography and/or trade, but this does not seem to be robust. We also find evidence that there are 
multiple sides to institutions, as both the first and the second component that we derived from the 
SPCA are significant. The first component seems to dominate (column 6), and the sign of the 
second component is negative, which leads us to conclude that what is related to the 
development level of a country is the degree to which institutions are of the “Western” type.  
We now proceed to see whether and how these results change if we use a regular PCA method 
(instead of the spatial PCA) to summarize the institutions variables. These results are in Table 3. 
The main difference as compared to Table 2 is that the significance of the institutions variables is 
now much weaker. This holds for both the OLS and 2SLS-IV results. In fact, the only time that 
one of the institutions variables is significant, is in column (4), and this is only weakly significant 
(10%). Similarly, OPENC is never significant in Table 3. However, GEOSOIL is significant in 
all columns but equation (3).  
All of the columns (3) to (6) in Table 3 suffer from under-identification. This can be interpreted 
as saying that the instruments are not good enough. With institutions that are not summarized in 
a geographical way, finding good instruments seems even more of a problem than in Table 2. In 
addition, equation (5) also seems to suffer from over-identification.  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Regression results with GDP per capita (2009) as dependent variable, Institutions 
with regular PCA 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
VARIABLES logy (OLS) logy (OLS) logy (IV-1) logy (IV-2) logy (IV-2) logy (IV-2)
       
GEOSOIL 11.54*** 11.40*** 8.000 13.79*** 11.99*** 14.48*** 
 (1.067) (1.066) (5.657) (2.247) (1.579) (3.347) 
OPENC 0.00316 0.00335 -0.0186 -0.0132 -0.00150 -0.0160 
 (0.00247) (0.00251) (0.0250) (0.0102) (0.00838) (0.0137) 
INS1-PCA 0.330  -7.425 5.265*  6.341 
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 (0.346)  (9.845) (2.824)  (4.406) 
INS2-PCA  -0.124   -2.347 2.149 
  (0.294)   (2.295) (5.679) 
Constant 8.709*** 8.693*** 10.43*** 9.936*** 9.065*** 10.17*** 
 (0.228) (0.229) (1.548) (0.834) (0.702) (1.140) 
       
Observations 118 118 52 104 104 104 
Underid. test  
(reject H0) 
  N N N N 
Weak instruments   Y Y Y Y 
Hansen J statistic 
(reject H0) 
  N N Y N 
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Columns labeled OLS are OLS regressions, 
columns labeled IV-1 use settler mortality as instruments, and columns labeled IV-2 use ENGFRAC and EURFRAC as 
instruments. The row “Underid. test (reject H0)” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk LM test, a N indicates that under-
identification is an issue. The row “Weak instruments” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F test, Y indicates that the 
instruments are weak. The row “Hansen J-statistic (reject H0)” reports results of the Hansen J test for over-identification. A Y 
indicates that over-identification is an issue. 
The conclusion seems to be that it makes a difference whether we weight the underlying 
institutional variables from IPD in a spatial way, or without spatial weights. Non-spatially 
weighted institutions are difficult to instrument, and (therefore) do not seem to have a robust 
impact on the development level, while spatially weighted institutions do have such an impact. 
As a preliminary conclusion, it seems fair to that institutions indeed are a (the) primal factor 
behind economic development, but only if we take into account that institutions themselves are 
strongly geographically concentrated.  
In order to test the effect of institutions on the broader aspects of development, including the 
growth rate of GDP per capita itself, we also estimate the regression models with a different 
dependent variable. For this purpose, we used the first and second components of the broad 
economic development dataset, as displayed in Maps 3a and 3b above. The results for the first 
factor were very similar to Tables 2 and 3, and therefore we do not document these results. This 
is due to the fact that the first component (Map 3a) mainly captures the development level, and 
hence is not too different from GDP per capita itself. Table 4 documents the results for the 
second factor (“growth”), using institutions with SPCA as the independent variable. 
In the OLS regressions (columns 1 and 2), only the first institutions component enters 
significantly, but with a negative sign. OPENC also enters significantly twice, and GEOSOIL 
significant and negative once. Now, trade openness is significant in the 2SLS-IV results with 
settler mortality, but none of the other variables are significant (column 3). In the 2SLS-IV 
results with language instruments (columns 4 to 6), the second institutions component is never 
significant, but the first component remains significant and negative. GEOSOIL (twice positive 
and once negative) and OPENC (twice positive) are also significant. Thus, these results suggest 
that in terms of the more dynamic aspects of economic development, institutions are not the only 
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“primal” factor that contributes. Geography and trade also contribute. Moreover, “Western” 
institutions seem to contribute negatively to development in these regressions.  
 
Table 4. Regression results with second economic development component (growth) as 
dependent variable, Institutions with SPCA 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
VARIABLES dev2 (OLS) dev2 (OLS) dev2 (IV-1) dev2 (IV-2) dev2 (IV-2) dev2 (IV-2) 
       
GEOSOIL 0.125 -1.508** -1.262 7.446* -2.528*** 7.142** 
 (1.074) (0.684) (6.180) (3.804) (0.806) (3.318) 
OPENC 0.00730*** 0.00661*** 0.0239** 0.0193*** 0.00191 0.0181** 
 (0.00171) (0.00156) (0.0116) (0.00709) (0.00578) (0.00755) 
INS1-SPCA -0.102*  0.225 -0.618**  -0.606*** 
 (0.0588)  (0.711) (0.240)  (0.214) 
INS2-SPCA  0.00820   0.121 0.0250 
  (0.0504)   (0.0957) (0.127) 
Constant -0.618*** -0.559*** -1.692** -1.689*** -0.238 -1.590** 
 (0.135) (0.131) (0.798) (0.577) (0.494) (0.625) 
       
Observations 118 118 52 104 104 104 
Underid. test  
(reject H0) 
  N Y Y N 
Weak 
instruments 
  Y Y Y Y 
Hansen J statistic 
(reject H0) 
  N N Y N 
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Columns labeled OLS are OLS regressions, 
columns labeled IV-1 use settler mortality as instruments, and columns labeled IV-2 use ENGFRAC and EURFRAC as 
instruments. The row “Underid. test (reject H0)” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk LM test, a N indicates that under-
identification is an issue. The row “Weak instruments” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F test, Y indicates that the 
instruments are weak. The row “Hansen J-statistic (reject H0)” reports results of the Hansen J test for over-identification. A Y 
indicates that over-identification is an issue. 
 
Like before, the instruments are weak, and all columns except (4) seem to suffer from either 
over- or under-identification. Thus, equation (4) is the preferred specification in Table 4, and it 
points to a negative impact of institutions, a positive impact of trade openness and a positive 
impact of GEOSOIL. Institutions no longer trump the other factors when we consider a more 
dynamic picture of economic development. 
In Table 5, we repeat the estimations of table 4, but with using the regular PCA method to 
construct the institutions components. Like in Table 3, the results seem to suffer from under-
identification (all columns 3 – 6). We have only one significant result for institutions in the table, 
in column (4), i.e., the 2SLS-IV results. Like in Table 4, the sign of institutions is negative. In 
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column (4), we also have a significant and positive effect of trade openness, but GEOSOIL, 
which was significant and positive in Table 4, is now significant and negative.  
 
Table 5. Regression results with second economic development component (growth) as 
dependent variable, Institutions with regular PCA 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
VARIABLES dev2 (OLS) dev2 (OLS) dev2 (IV-1) dev2 (IV-2) dev2 (IV-2) dev2 (IV-2) 
       
GEOSOIL -1.536** -1.434** 1.136 -2.657** -1.615* -3.042 
 (0.613) (0.620) (2.335) (1.213) (0.853) (1.878) 
OPENC 0.00678*** 0.00663*** 0.0250** 0.0128** 0.00607 0.0144* 
 (0.00156) (0.00159) (0.0115) (0.00542) (0.00469) (0.00744) 
INS1-PCA -0.220  -0.712 -3.040**  -3.637 
 (0.196)  (3.236) (1.471)  (2.408) 
INS2-PCA  0.131   1.385 -1.194 
  (0.172)   (1.343) (3.075) 
Constant -0.573*** -0.561*** -1.813** -1.076** -0.572 -1.206** 
 (0.129) (0.130) (0.718) (0.439) (0.383) (0.613) 
       
Observations 118 118 52 104 104 104 
Underid. test  
(reject H0) 
  N N N N 
Weak 
instruments 
  Y Y Y Y 
Hansen J statistic 
(reject H0) 
  N N Y N 
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Columns labeled OLS are OLS regressions, 
columns labeled IV-1 use settler mortality as instruments, and columns labeled IV-2 use ENGFRAC and EURFRAC as 
instruments. The row “Underid. test (reject H0)” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk LM test, a N indicates that under-
identification is an issue. The row “Weak instruments” reports results of Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F test, Y indicates that the 
instruments are weak. The row “Hansen J-statistic (reject H0)” reports results of the Hansen J test for over-identification. A Y 
indicates that over-identification is an issue. 
 
Thus, for the broad development indicator that includes growth, we find some similar, and some 
different results as compared to just using GDP per capita. What is similar is that we have 
stronger results for institutions when we weight institutions in a spatial way. What is different is, 
first, the sign of the institutions variable, and, second, whether or not (some of) the other primal 
factors still matter. Our analysis of the broader development variable both stresses that 
institutions as they are usually measured have an adverse effect on development, and that, 
besides institutions, geography and trade also matter. 
 
6. Conclusions 
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In this paper, we test the Rodrik et al (2004) framework to explain differences in development 
levels across countries by using a broader set of definitions for institutions, geography and 
economic variables. We use constructed indices for institutions, geography (divided into physical 
and soil quality) and economic variables (which take into account the variance in a set of seven 
variables related to the level of economic development/growth of countries).  
We find from our analysis that institutions do play a primary role in explaining cross-country 
differences in income per capita. This part of our analysis largely confirms the Rodrik et al. 
(2004) results. We find, however, that it matters how a summary variable is created from our 
underlying multi-dimensional institutions dataset. The results are reasonably strong if we 
summarize institutions in a spatial way (i.e., create a summary measure that is spatially 
correlated). When we summarize institutions without taking into account space or geography, the 
results are much weaker. This suggests that institutions are indeed strongly spatially correlated, 
and that it matters to acknowledge this in the Rodrik et al.-type regressions. Institutions may 
trump the other factors (trade and geography), but they are themselves strongly geographically 
influenced. In other words, even if we do not see a direct impact of geography on GDP per 
capita, we should keep in mind that the institutions variables are spatially weighted and so 
‘space’ does matter, thus we can conclude that spatial influence of neighbours has an impact on 
the economic performance of the economy. 
We also estimated models in which we use a broader development variable. This is a composite 
index, produced by the spatial principal components analysis (SPCA) that was used to construct 
the institutions proxies. This broader economic development level captures growth in a more 
direct way, as it has high values for relatively under-developed, but fast-growing economies that 
are relatively open. With this variable as the dependent variable, we find that institutions, 
geography and openness all matter in the final equation. Institutions are no longer the only 
primal factor, geography and trade also matter. In addition, we find that the institutions proxy 
that we use has a negative influence. In other words, institutions as we usually measure them do 
not seem to contribute to growth of a dynamic development pattern in general.  
The role of institutions in explaining the current level of income in various countries has been 
tested by various studies earlier. Untangling the historical and geographic reasons for the 
differences in growth is not an easy task. Our analysis shows that there is a need to analyze these 
differences using carefully constructed indices. For this line of research to go forward, we need 
to look at a wider choice of instruments which may prove to be better than those currently in 
vogue. For example the FR instrument is widely used as a proxy for trade share (as also in this 
paper), but the correlation between the constructed trade share and the actual trade share is only 
as much as 0.6. Settler mortality on the other hand tries to bring in a historical aspect in to the 
explanation of the quality of institutions, but is restrictive in the sense that only colonized 
countries can be tested and as seen by many earlier studies and by this one, is a weak instrument, 
much like EURFRAC and ENGFRAC. 
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Appendix 
Variable descriptions for Table 1-5.  
Variable Name Description 
Dij Distance between countries i and j 
Ai, Aj Area of country i or j  
Ni, Nj Population of country i , j  
Lij Dummy for landlockedness of country i and j taken together. 
B Dummy for a common border between country i and j 
BDij Interaction term of a shared border and bilateral distance (Dij) 
BNi Interaction term of a shared border and Population in i 
BAi Interaction term of a shared border and Area in i 
BNj Interaction term of a shared border and Population in j 
BAj Interaction term of a shared border and Area in j 
BLij Interaction term of a shared border and landlockedness dummy  
Logy GDP per capita (in the year 2009, in international dollars) 
INS1_SPCA Measure of institutional quality (factor 1) using SPCA 
INS2_SPCA Measure of institutional quality (factor 2) using SPCA 
INS1_PCA Measure of institutional quality (factor 1) using PCA 
INS2_PCA Measure of institutional quality (factor 2) using PCA 
dev2 Alternative measure of economic development (Factor 2) 
GEOSOIL Measure of agricultural productivity conducive for growth 
GEOAREA Measure of physical geographic factors conducive for growth 
OPENC Trade openness 
logTij_GDPi Instrument for trade openness (FR instrument) 
ENGFRAC Fraction of population speaking English  
EURFRAC Fraction of population speaking an European language 
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